IN THE NEWS

MPH Student Ambassadors!

JCPH Alumni Brittany Halzman, MS, MPH, CCRC presented at the Infectious Diseases Society of America IDWeek.

MPH Alumni and Global Affairs Research Associate Parth Lalakia traveled with Dean Nash to Hyderabad, India to visit LVPEI where Dr. Nash presented on population health.

Lauren Djatche, PharmD (Novartis) completed the HEOR Fellowship program.

David Singer, PharmD (Janssen) completed the HEOR Fellowship program.

MPH Program Director, Rosemary “Rosie” Frasso, PhD, CPH at the capstone symposium with students Dominque Viola and Ambuj Suri

Zachary Fusfeld at the MPH Capstone Symposium
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John “Jack” King was recognized for Outstanding MPH Student Achievement.

Martha “Marty” Romney MS, RN, JD, MPH received the JCPH Faculty Achievement Award.

Vittorio Maio, PharmD, MS, MSPH received Thomas Jefferson University’s Distinguished Mentor Award.
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Signs of Humanity Exhibition and Reception

Signs of Humanity Audience

Signs of Humanity Audience

Artist Willie Baronet at Signs of Humanity Exhibition and Reception

Vivian Castillo (left) and Melissa Horowitz (right) at the JCPH 10th Anniversary Party.

JCPH 10th Anniversary Party (left to right): Jennifer Aylmer, Zita Jackson and Elizabeth DeBonis

From left to right: Vivian Castillo, Mariah Carpenter, Emily Frelick, and Marygrace Cacia at the JCPH 10th Anniversary.

JCPH 10th Anniversary Party with David Delgado and Dominique Medaglio